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1 OBJECTIVE  

Throughout the project, several algorithms (the algorithms developed are 

described in PTR-09 [1]) were developed to perform at times when Mobileye's 

software was not able to identify the road lanes. To define the algorithm’s 

percentage of improvement, an evaluation metric was developed. This metric 

consists of the manual marking of points where the lane is (ground truth), and a 

comparison with points generated by the algorithm developed. For this, the 

RoadMarker software was developed, it assists on the generation of the ground 

truth, and applies the evaluation metric developed, returning in numbers the 

percentage of time in which the algorithm was effective in identifying the road 

lanes in moments that the software of the Mobileye did not work correctly.  
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2 INTRODUCTION 

RoadMarker is a software that allows the generation of ground truth data 

of videos, used for evaluation of lane position/color/type detection algorithms. It 

also has a module to calculate the precision of each feature, in comparison to the 

generated ground truth. 

In the context of lane position detection and lane feature detection, 

ground truth is a term that represents the actual position of the lane in an image, 

as well as the true features presented for the lane, regardless of the results 

presented by the algorithm output. It is used as a measure of comparison with 

the algorithm results. Therefore, the algorithm is more accurate the closer it is to 

the ground truth. 

This software was developed based on the [2]. Lane Position Deviation 

(LPD) technique, in combination with the Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD). 
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3 METHODOLOGY  

All the algorithms developed were evaluated using the RoadMarker 

software. Figure 1 depicts the flowchart of the general evaluation process used 

to validate all the algorithms developed.  

 
Figure 1: Flowchart of the general evaluation process. 

 

3.1 OPERATION 

This section will provide a tutorial for ground truth generation using 

RoadMarker. 

1. Open RoadMarker software; 

2. Load a video file (“…” button); 

3. Navigate to the section in video that will have its ground truth data 

generated; 

4. Press the error indicator button (posteriorly, in the evaluation 

stage of algorithms, only frames with error indicator active will be 

evaluated); 

5. Classify the position of the lanes, by pressing SHIFT + left/right 

click for left/right lane respectively. The marks should be added to 

the internal border of the lanes, as indicated in Figure 2. We 

defined that three points for each lane are enough to set the 

position of the lanes. However, the user may add other points per 

lane; 

6. When user adds two-lane points (same side), the system adds a 

third one, at the edge of the screen, based on the continuity of the 

line formed by the two original points; 
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7. Set the lane classification, by pressing ALT + click in one of the 

lanes marking circles. It will be opened the classification panel, as 

shown in Figure 3. 

8. After the position and classification were defined, the user may 

overwrite next frame with the previous classifications. For more 

details, see the description of the “Overwrite xxx” fields in section 

3.2 Field Description. 

 

3.2 FIELD DESCRIPTION 

There are four screens in the software, Operation, Classification, 

Comparison and Help, which will be described next. 

The Operation panel allows the generation of the ground truth data for 

videos. Figure 2 shows the screen layout. 

 

Figure 2: RoadMarker operation panel. 

It has the following fields: 

 Video file: Allows the selection of a video file to have its ground 

truth data generated. The following formats are supported: AVI, 

mp4, WMV, and MPEG. Press the “…” button to open the file 

selection menu; 
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 Save to file button: Saves the current ground truth data to a file in 

the same directory of the video file. For example, if the video file 

name is record_test.avi, the ground truth file name will be 

ground_truth_record_text.xml; 

 Navigation (step backward, play, step forward): These buttons 

define the navigation flow of the video. The steps buttons allow the 

user to go frame by frame. The video might be played reversed, if 

one press the step backward button and then the play button; 

 Navigation (slider bar): Allows to navigate through the video. Move 

the cursor in the slide bar to advance or rewind the video in a 

practical way; 

 FPS: Allows to configure the current video fps (frames per 

second). Set the desired value and press the “Go” button to 

configure it; 

 Go to frame: Allows to advance/rewind the video to an intended 

frame directly. Set the desired value and press the “Go” button to 

configure it; 

 Move entire lane?: When active, the move point action moves all 

the connected points of the lane. Hotkey: E; 

 Overwrite left points in next frame?: When playing video in the 

forward mode, overwrite the points (left lane) of the next frame 

with the previous one. Hotkey: O; 

 Overwrite right points in next frame?: When playing video in the 

forward mode, overwrite the points (right lane) of the next frame 

with the previous one. Hotkey: P; 

 Overwrite left classif. In next frame?: When playing video in the 

forward mode, overwrite the classifications (lane type, lane color 

– left lane) of the next frame with the previous one. Hotkey: X; 

 Overwrite right classif. In next frame?: When playing video in the 

forward mode, overwrite the classifications (lane type, lane color 

– right lane) of the next frame with the previous one. Hotkey: C; 
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 Overwrite errors in next frame?: When playing video in the forward 

mode, overwrite the error indicator of the next frame with the 

previous one; 

 Error indicator: Only frames that have this indicator active will be 

considered in the algorithm evaluation process. It was created to 

indicate the frames where Mobileye EyeQ software had failed in 

identify or classify the lanes. 

The Operation screen also has the following shortcuts: 

 Add point: Adds a point into the video, connecting it with the 

respective lane points, ordering based on the Y position of the 

point. Hotkey: SHIFT + left click for lane, and SHIFT + right lane; 

 Move point: Moves the selected point in the video, reordering them 

based on the new Y position of the point. If “move entire lane?” is 

active, moves all points keeping the order and relative position 

between them. Hotkey: CTRL + click (inside the point circle), and 

drag the point; 

 Remove point: Deletes the lane point, reordering and 

reconnecting them based on the Y position. Hotkey: Scroll button 

click (inside the point circle); 

 Clear screen: Clear all the frame definitions (points, lane type, lane 

color, error indicator). Hotkey: CTRL + DELETE; 

 Add/edit lane classification: Open a classification panel, for the 

selected lane, where it is possible to classify lane type 

(solid/dashed, double/single) and lane color (white/yellow). 

Hotkey: ALT + click (inside the point circle); 

The Classification panel might be opened to allow the lane feature 

definition, by pressing ALT + click inside the lane point circle. Figure 3 displays 

the screen layout of the left lane classification panel. 
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Figure 3: RoadMarker classification panel. 

It has the following fields: 

 Solid/Dashed lane: Defines if the current lane (left or right) is solid 

or dashed. A lane must have both solid/dashed and single/double 

features defined or both empty. 

 Single/Double lane: Defines if the current lane (left or right) is 

single or double. A lane must have both solid/dashed and 

single/double features defined or both empty. 

 Color: Defines the color (white or yellow) of the current lane (left 

or right). 

 Clear: Erases all the classifications for that frame (for the 

respective lane). 

 Confirm: Saves the current classification for the respective lane. 

The Comparison panel allows the comparison of the ground truth data 

and algorithm output. Figure 4 shows the screen layout. 
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Figure 4: RoadMarker comparison panel. 

It has the following fields: 

 Ground truth: Selects the ground truth XML. Press the “…” button 

to open the file selection menu; 

 Algorithm output: Selects the algorithm output XML. Press the “…” 

button to open the file selection menu; 

 Rol nº of rows (pixels): Defines the Region of Interest of the 

evaluation process. It is configurable based on the Rol covered by 

the algorithm to be analyzed. It is counted from the base of the 

screen going upward; 

 Deviation threshold (pixels): Amount of pixels used in the calculus 

of algorithms accuracy; 

 Video width: Noneditable field that displays the width of the video 

from which the ground truth was generated; 

 Video height: Noneditable field that displays the height of the video 

from which the ground truth was generated; 

 Evaluate button: Starts the evaluation process; 

 Log messages panel Displays the results of the evaluation 

process. These will be discussed in the section 3.3 Evaluation 

Mechanics. 
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The Help screen may be accessed by pressing the key “F1”. Contains a 

brief description of the fields, shortcuts and evaluation mechanics. Figure 5 and 

Figure 6 displays the screen interface. 

 

Figure 5: RoadMarker help screen – Shortcuts and fields. 

 

Figure 6: RoadMarker help screen – Evaluation mechanics. 
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The next section will detail how the evaluation process works, based on 

the comparison of the generated ground truth and the output file from the 

algorithms. 

3.3 EVALUATION MECHANICS 

To execute the evaluation process, one must access the comparison 

panel (Figure 4), and fill the ground truth (RoadMarker output XML) and algorithm 

output fields. The parameters Rol nº of rows (pixels) and Deviation threshold 

(pixels) must be configured according to the evaluation scenario (evaluated 

algorithms). It was used a Rol of 140 because the evaluated algorithms normally 

work using 150 as Rol. The deviation threshold was established as 20, based on 

the measurement of double lanes width in different situations, which was around 

40. Thus, the 20 value was defined because it represents a half of the double 

lane width (the threshold is used during evaluation from -20 to 20 pixels, based 

on the ground truth lane position). 

After configuring the comparison screen parameters, the pressing of the 

evaluate button will generate an output similar to the described in the APPENDIX 

A (RoadMarker Comparison Results) and 
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APPENDIX B (RoadMarker Comparison Output). 

3.3.1 Comparison Output Field Description 

In the comparison process, the ground truth marks are extended up to 

the inferior/lateral edge of the screen, respecting the slope of the line formed by 

the two first points (screen basis). Most of the comparison fields are divided 

between left and right lane, as described below. 

 Frame: Evaluated frame number; 

 Left/Right RMSE Deviation [pixels]: Root mean squared error 

deviation, 

√
𝑙𝑝𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑛
 

Where, 

o n = (rowsToEstimate – rowsShouldEstimate); 

o rowsToEstimate: total image rows of a frame within the Rol, 

where there is a ground truth marked and the evaluated 

algorithm has not estimated a point; 

o lpdAccumulator (Lane Position Deviation Accumulator): 

∑ (𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑋𝑃𝑜𝑠[𝑟𝑜𝑤] − 𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑋𝑃𝑜𝑠[𝑟𝑜𝑤])2
𝑛

𝑟𝑜𝑤=1

 

 Left/Right rowsOverEstimate: total image rows of a frame within 

the Rol, where there is no ground truth and the algorithm identified 

as a lane; 

 Left/Right LaneColor: algorithm lane color output; 

 Left/Right SingleDouble: algorithm lane type (single/double) 

output; 

 Left/Right SolidDashed: algorithm lane type (solid/dashed) output; 

 Left/Right EstimatedLaneColor: ground truth lane color output; 

 Left/Right EstimatedSingleDouble: ground truth lane type 

(single/double) output; 
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 Left/Right EstimatedSolidDashed: ground truth lane type 

(solid/dashed) output; 

3.3.2 Comparison Results Field Description 

Left/Right lane Deviation: 

 meanAbs[pixels]: absolute mean value of the position presented 

by the algorithm output about ground-truth 

( ∑ 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒]

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒=𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒

)/𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠 

 stdDeviation: standard deviation value presented by the algorithm 

output about ground-truth 

√( ∑ (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛[𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒] − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝐴𝑏𝑠)2/𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒=𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒

) 

 accuracyPerRow[%] (ACC): percentage of rows where the 

algorithm estimated position is within (below or equal) the 

deviation threshold; 

𝐴𝐶𝐶 = (𝑇𝑃)/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) 

where 

o TP: true positive (there is a point in the algorithm output, 

and it is below or next the deviation threshold parameter of 

the corresponding ground truth point); 

o FP: false positive (there is a point in ground truth, and it is 

beyond the deviation threshold parameter plus the 

corresponding algorithm output position, OR there is no 

algorithm output for that line;  

 accuracyPerFrame[%] (ACC): percentage of frames where the 

algorithm estimated position is within (below or equal) the 

deviation threshold. The ACC is calculated in the same way as 

accuracyPerRow, however, in this case, the calculus is based on 

the RMSEDeviation (per frame) value; 
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Left/Right Estimation: 

 totalRowsToEstimate: total image rows of all valid frames within 

the Rol, where there is a ground truth marked; 

 totalRowsShouldEstimate: total image rows of all valid frames 

within the Rol, where there is a ground truth marked and the 

evaluated algorithm has not estimated a point; 

 notEstimatedLanePoint[%]: percentage of rows that weren’t 

estimated by the algorithm where there was a ground truth. 

Left/Right Lane Color: 

 truePositiveAcum (TP): true positive (there is a color classification 

and it is correct [ground truth equals algorithm output]); 

 trueNegativeAcum (TN): true negative (there is no color 

classification, and it is correct [ground truth equals algorithm 

outrput]); 

 falsePositiveAcum (FP): false positive (there is a color 

classification, and it does not match algorithm output [ground truth 

differs from algorithm output], OR there is nothing (in algorithm 

output) for the ground truth frame); 

 falseNegativeAcum (FN): false negative (there is no color 

classification in ground truth and a color classification in algorithm 

output]); 

 accuracy (ACC): color classification accuracy 

𝐴𝐶𝐶 = (𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)/(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) 

Left/Right Lane Single Double: equivalent to lane color. 

 truePositiveAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 trueNegativeAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 falsePositiveAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 falseNegativeAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 accuracy: equivalent to lane color. 

 

Left/Right Lane Solid Dashed: equivalent to lane color. 

 truePositiveAcum: equivalent to lane color; 
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 trueNegativeAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 falsePositiveAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 falseNegativeAcum: equivalent to lane color; 

 accuracy: equivalent to lane color. 

 

3.4 COMPARISON AUTOMATIZATION 

The RoadMarker software has a module that allows to automatize the 

comparison routine, through a command line interface. To access it, execute the 

following command line in the terminal: 

java –jar <ROI> <deviationThreshold> <coordPointsBasePath> 

<groundTruthBasePath> 

Where, 

 ROI = Region of Interest (parameter used in comparison); 

 deviationThreshold = parameter used in comparison, described 

previously; 

 coordPointsBasePath = directory path that points to a folder 

structure which contains the algorithm output xml files; 

 groundTruthBasePath = directory path that points to a folder 

structure which contains the ground truth xml files. 

With this command line, the RoadMarker software searches all the inner 

directories from the coordPointsBasePath, to find the coord_points xml file. After 

finding them, the software searches for the correspondent ground truth file from 

the groundTruthBasePath, based on the error ID, which is the name of the folder 

that contains the coord_points xml file. 

For each file evaluated, the software creates a folder based on the 

evaluated error type, and writes a csv file containing the output of the evaluation, 

described in the appendix sections, named as the error ID. 

3.5 PREREQUISITES 

RoadMarker is dependent on the following programs/services: 

 Java JVM (present on the JRE) 
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o Necessary to allow the execution of Java programs in the 

machine. 

 OpenCV (2.4.13 version) 

o Used to manipulate video stream. 

The process of installing the prerequisites was performed in the lab by 

the IT team. It was installed the last stable JRE (Java Runtime Edition), 

downloaded from (https://www.java.com/), and the OpenCV library from the 

OpenCV website (http://opencv.org/downloads.html).  

  

https://www.java.com/
http://opencv.org/downloads.html
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4 CONCLUSION 

In this report, it was presented the information about the calculus and 

software used to estimate the metrics, which established the evaluation process 

for the FLC Project. These results were used as a basis to establish the 

comparisons between the algorithms, and as indicators of assertiveness of the 

developed strategies. In addition to the results presented here, it was applied 

formulas that are described in PTR-10 [3], along with the discussions of the 

results of the algorithms.  

The development of the RoadMarker software was crucial to determine 

which algorithms were effective in times that the Mobileye software did not work 

properly. The ability to create ground truth for each scenario quickly and use it to 

evaluate all algorithms was essential to the project. The metrics presented here 

played a key role in the FLC Project, providing the way to compare and evaluate 

all the developed strategies. 
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APPENDIX A – ROADMARKER COMPARISON RESULTS 

 

  

LeftLaneDeviation

meanAbs[pixels] stdDeviation accuracyPerRow[%] accuracyPerFrame[%]

14,4316 14,8541 0,7219 0,7634

RightLaneDeviation

meanAbs[pixels] stdDeviation accuracyPerRow[%] accuracyPerFrame[%]

13,8131 2,8412 0,8549 0,9934

LeftEstimation

totalLeftRowsToEstimate totalLeftRowsShouldEstimate notEstimatedLeftLanePoint[%]

12636 559 0,0442

RightEstimation

totalRightRowsToEstimate totalRightRowsShouldEstimate notEstimatedRightLanePoint[%]

12636 559 0,0729

LeftLaneColor

truePositiveAcum trueNegativeAcum falsePositiveAcum falseNegativeAcum accuracy[%]

0 0 76 83 0

RightLaneColor

truePositiveAcum trueNegativeAcum falsePositiveAcum falseNegativeAcum accuracy[%]

0 0 76 83 0

LeftLaneSingleDouble

truePositiveAcum trueNegativeAcum falsePositiveAcum falseNegativeAcum accuracy[%]

56 0 0 103 0,3522

RightLaneSingleDouble

truePositiveAcum trueNegativeAcum falsePositiveAcum falseNegativeAcum accuracy[%]

56 0 0 103 0,3522

LeftLaneSolidDashed

truePositiveAcum trueNegativeAcum falsePositiveAcum falseNegativeAcum accuracy[%]

56 0 0 103 0,3522

RightLaneSolidDashed

truePositiveAcum trueNegativeAcum falsePositiveAcum falseNegativeAcum accuracy[%]

56 0 0 103 0,3522
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APPENDIX B – ROADMARKER COMPARISON OUTPUT 

 

frame leftRMSEDeviation[pixels] rightRMSEDeviation[pixels] leftLpdAcummulator rightLpdAcummulator leftRowsToEstimate rightRowsToEstimate leftRowsShouldEstimate rightRowsShouldEstimate leftRowsOverEstimate rightRowsOverEstimate

1 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 140 0 0

9 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

10 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

11 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

12 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

13 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

14 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

15 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

16 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

17 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

18 0 11,0683 0 16416 0 140 0 6 140 0

19 0 13,0867 0 23634 0 140 0 2 140 0

20 0 13,0867 0 23634 0 140 0 2 140 0

21 0 13,0867 0 23634 0 140 0 2 140 0

leftLaneColor rightLaneColor leftSingleDouble rightSingleDouble leftSolidDashed rightSolidDashed leftEstimatedLaneColor rightEstimatedLaneColor leftEstimatedSingleDouble rightEstimatedSingleDouble leftEstimatedSolidDashed rightEstimatedSolidDashed

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null

WHITE WHITE SINGLE SINGLE DASHED DASHED null null null null null null
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